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Abstract:Country like India, where 70% of the population lives in village and rural parts of the country, it 

becomes more necessary to utilize such tools for their social, economic, administrative and governance 

regeneration. The objective is to facilitate and improve Panchayat functioning on day-to-day basis, through two 

ways flow of information and content. The propose speech recognition application can facilitate most effective 

and reliable service to the user. 

Index Terms:Feature Extraction approach, Gammatone filter, SNR parameter, Marathi Speech recognition. 

 

I. Introduction 
Speech is the most natural means of communication between humans; it can be done without any tools 

or any explicit education. It is one of the first skills we learn to use. Speech is also the most important way of 

communicating. It has always been; before mankind invented writing, the spoken word was the only way of 

passing knowledge. Ancient poets like Homer and Ovidius originally wrote their even now famous epic poems 

for recitation not for reading. 

Despite all our novel ways of communicating, like e-mail and chat, speech is still the number one 

means of communication, a fact once again proven by the immense popularity of cellular phones. So it is only 

logical that machine interface designers in their quest for a natural man-machine interface have turned to 

automatic speech recognition and speech production as one of the most promising interfaces. In the last 30 years 

researchers from areas like psychology, linguistics, and electrical engineering and computer science have 
worked on this subject. While the first systems could only differentiate between 'yes' and 'no', currently, speaker 

independent systems exist with a vocabulary of over 60000 words that can recognize continuous speech (that is 

complete sentences or paragraphs) with an accuracy of 90% .  

 

II. Problems With Speech Recognition 
There are many issues which limit the performance of a speech recognition system. The main barrier is 

the variability of speech signal. A given word spoken by different persons can have different spectral and 

temporal properties due to variation in physiological characteristics, emotional status and cultural background. 

For example, females, in general have a shorter vocal tract than a male. 

a) b)  

Fig [1] The word „/ball/‟ spoken by two different speakers: (a) female and (b) male 

 
The figure [1] shows the word ball spoken by two different persons. The upper half of the figure shows 

the raw speech waveform, the lower half shows processed versions of the signal that highlight its formants, 

which are characteristic for a sound, So the formant frequencies of a vowel spoken by female speakers are, in 

general, higher than male. 

 Speech can be adequately described in terms of linguistic units called phonemes. For example, each 

character of Devanagari script represents one phoneme. However, there are no well-defined boundaries between 

phonemes in continuous speech. The spectral characteristics change continuously due to the inertia of the 
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articulators which moves from the position of one phoneme to the position of the next phoneme. Consequently, 

the acoustic properties of a speech sound not only depend on the identity of the corresponding phoneme, but 

also on the neighboring sounds. This variability due to phonetic context, however, can be predicted unlike 
speaker dependent variations.  

First of all note that the speaker has mispronounced the word. In other word, pronunciation of same 

word may differ by same user or different user. Another scenario is that two different words have same 

pronunciation for example “see “and “sea”. Human beings have no problem in translating this to the correct 

word. However, such things pose a problem for a machine. 

Figure [2] shows the phoneme /e/ spoken by the same person in a number of words. The exact shape of 

the speech signals also depends on the speed with which is spoken and the mood and the temper of the speaker. 

 

a)  b)  c)  
Fig [2]The phoneme /e/ spoken by the same person 

 

Superposition of background noise and extraneous signals in the transmission channel decrease the 

signal to noise ratio of speech signal. Acoustic characteristics of room, microphone and transmission channel get 

convolved with the speech signal. All such effects add to the variations of speech signal.  

 
  

III. Proposed Application Of Speech Recognition 
There are various ways to communicate with each other such as writing, speaking etc. Speech is the 

most desirable medium of communication. As we know Government of India facilitates tones of policies and 

scheme for development and growth but every person cannot take benefits from it because lack of policies 

reaches. This is the main hurdle which resists our India to reach at the top of the world. The propose recognition 

application help to interact with system and to get Government of India‟s policies and schemes.  

 

 
Fig [3] Proposed application for speech recognition 

 

In the Figure [3] shows flow of the proposed speech recognition application. There are two modules:- 

1) Speech Recognition system to recognize sound data and convert it into text data which uses proposed 

speech recognition approach as mentioned above. 
2) Processing System to perform Retrieval function which retrieves Government of India‟s policies and 

schemes from database. 

Finally displaying the output as per the user requires. In the propose application some highlight 

features which makes this application more user friendly and real time applicable. The propose recognition 

application is user independent. In other word, system is train to work efficiently in multiple user environment. 

This application now has a limited scope because it trains for Marathi language dataset. It recognize name of the 

government of India‟s policy and scheme spoken by user in Marathi language. 
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IV. Sequence Diagram Of Proposed Speech Recognition System 
In figure [4] shows proposed speech recognition system, voice input is given by user to Voice Type 

class. Voice Type Class converts input signal into short array by using MicroInput class. Array of data is given 

to Feature Extraction class as an input. Feature Extraction class is return MFCC array as an output. It applies to 

Point class which is mapping data based on indices. For mapping function codebook is use which is generated 

into training phase. When return word from dictionary to VoiceType class. Same word is use as input to retrieve 

file from local hard disk and display it. 

 

 
Figure [4] Sequence diagram of proposed speech recognition system 

 

V. Proposed Speech Recognition Application 
Proposed Speech Recognition Application composes the following steps 

1. Need to Train dataset. 

2. Creates dictionary for mapping codebook. 

3. After training of dataset, Vector Quantization generate text file which contain features.       

4. Start the application with Login Username and Password (To administer for security purpose). 
5. Search Indian Government policies and schemes with one‟s voice input. 

6. Retrieve Indian Government policies and schemes. 

 

 
Fig [5] Data flow of proposed speech recognition application 

 

In the figure [5] shown the data flow of proposed speech recognition application. Speech is input to 

speech recognition system process which recognized speech and convert into text data. Recognized text data is 

input to processing system which can retrieve government of India‟s policies or schemes. Finally retrieve file is 

display on the screen. In the figure [5] shown that user ask for „शिक्षणयोजना‟ it is recognize by speech 

recognition system such as „Shikshanyojna‟ and passed it as input to processing system which retrieve file of 

education policy and display it on the screen. 
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VI. System Implementation 
Working of proposed speech recognition Application with snapshots is given below:- 

Login page is for administration purpose. Proposed application is served in public sector so it is supported to 

open access feature.  

 
Fig [6] Login Page of proposed speech recognition application 

 

Administrator need to train data with 20 samples for each word. To demonstrate, 15 words trained by 5 

different users where each word with 20 samples (4 samples of each user) in Marathi language and 20 words 

trained by single user similarly each word with 20 samples in Marathi language.To generate VQ codebook for 

new word click on FILE -> NEW. It opens new dialogue box which shows in figure [7]. 

 

 
Fig [7] Dialogue box to generate VQ code book for new word 

 
Enter word that you want to train and click „Ok‟ button. In figure [8] shows that „Sukanya‟ word type 

for train dataset and generate VQ codebook for it.  

 
Fig [8] „Sukanya‟ word type for training process 

 

 Select file Path to create VQ codebook after finished training process for new word. In figure [6.4] 

shows the details such as num_samples (20), word to train (Sukanya) and file path to generate VQ codebook 

(C:\Test\Sukanya)    
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Fig [9] Select path to create VQ file for ‟Sukanya‟ word 

 

Click on ‟Record‟ button and record word such as ‟Sukanya‟ and then click on „stop‟ button. This 

process is repeated 20 times. It means your 20 samples is recorded for each new word. After training process is 

finished, VQ codebook of „Sukanya‟ is generated at given file path. 

 

 
Fig [10] Training process for new word  

 

Open VQ codebook file it shows like figure [11]. These are features extracted from recorded samples 

based on 12 dimension and 256 frames. 

 

 
Fig. [11] Generated VQ code book contains 

 

Dictionary contains list of words which are trained. To demonstrate 20 words are trained for speaker 

dependent model and 15 words are trained for speaker independent model in Marathi language.  

 
Fig [12] Dictionary for proposed application 
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On user side, proposed speech recognition application displays dialogue box which shows in figure 

[6.8]. Dialogue box contains four buttons and one text area. „Clear text‟ button is to clean text from the text area. 

„Record‟ button is record voice and process it for recognition. 
 

 
Fig [13] Screen of recognition in application 

 

After word is recorded word by application. It displayed in text area such that in figure [6.9] shown the 

„Sukanya‟ word into text area. 

 

 
Fig [14] Screen of recognition in application 

 

 
Fig [15] Playing audio which is recorded by user 

 

Proposed Application is trained Marathi language to generate VQ codebook file. Click „Record Button‟ 

and speak name of the policy or the scheme. Automatically, spoken voice is converted into text and displays 

into the text area. Click „Retrieve Button‟ to get the policy or the scheme file from database on the application 

screen. Government of India‟s   policies and schemes files are store into local hard disk. 

 

 
Fig [16] Files stored into local hard disk 
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VII. Average Percentage Of Speech Recognition Accuracy Rate 

To compare between speaker dependent and speaker independent without and with background noise 

respectively. In this section, determined the result of accuracy in four different scenarios and compared their 

results.  

 

Table [I] Average of speech recognition accuracy rate 

𝐀𝐯𝐠 =
Totalofaccuracyrecognitionrate

20
 

 
Parameter Speaker-dependent (In %)  Speaker-Independent (In %) 

Without Background noise 94.45 95.46666667 

White Noise 94.2 94.8 

Train Noise 85.65 88.33 

Car Noise 86 87.33 

Thunder Storms Noise 83.5 85.33 

Bell Noise 86 84.67 

 

Speech recognition accuracy of speaker independent is more than speaker dependent because in this 

experiment result of speaker independent with 5 different user consists of 3 male and 2 female voice samples 

which generated strong training set which is more accurately recognized even in the noisy environment than 

speaker dependent.   
 

VIII. Conclusion 
The Speech recognition application can effectively be used in public sector. This application is very 

useful to illiterate people in respect to being familiar with Indian Government policies and schemes. 

Implementation of application based on MFCC with Gammatone Filter as pre-process which helps to improved 

accuracy of recognition in noisy environment. Proposed Speech recognition system needs well trained dataset 

because training dataset does most impact on accuracy of recognition. Speech recognition is difficult because 

the system performance is depended on real time input therefore minor mistake in input leads to wrong 

perceptions. Proposed system performed much better than traditional MFCC. It is supported both speaker 
dependent and speaker independent model effectively and generated efficient result. Marathi Language is used 

as training dataset which is one of the important features of proposed system because it expanded the 

application‟s usage area. There are some drawbacks of proposed system like needs of wide search area for 

policies and improvement in probability of getting search estimation more accurately. 
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